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| ‘The hour of the ULTIMATE BATTLE has come. 
The gateway to the hattletield is wide open, 

‘six different ROBORIDERS have agreed to 
‘meet here-to fight the decisive battle for the 
right to the tite of THE REAL ROBORIDER, 
UGHHHM When will battle commence? The 
‘wait ig unbearable, Come on, let s take @ 
Closer look! But make sure you re not 

tuou hear the bats fluttering thelr wings? 
it means thunder is coming. Hey, look-a rat 
‘souttling across the silvery desert. It will 
‘soon be devoured by fire 

Wow, talk about scary! Now the entire 
Universe ts shaking, HELP! Everything Is 
‘shuddering and trembling! Oh, dear-the soll is 
racking, lames are upwards. The 
‘sky and sea merge into one. And just took at 
that! The six monster ROBORIDERS are 
descending from their mountainsides. They 
ook ike overgrown insects from a horror 
film, TAKE COVER! They fire at anything that 
‘moves! 
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Thy le Fal arpund Arctic tation are postal gormous 

How old are they? Why dEggiumble and crack insidll 
‘And why do some of them SBIamiinto the sea? 
‘The scientists are looking MMEBallithese questions 
and many more; they have taken samples of ice 
{rom deep down in the Kee'Sheet, and they analyse 
them under the microscope back at Arctic Station, 
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BY GEORGE!! 
(TALK ABOUT A PILE-UPII_ A f 
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Si 2 oar sie deeper Bs STARS + oe 
Wi don't need your own computerto 

program the LEGO Star Wars 
Bb: h, 
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